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Cohort Structure 2

Abstract

Cohort-based training programs have been used to increase the effectiveness of advanced

degree programs. This exploration has been, at least in part, a reflection of the criticism

aimed at educational administration training programs and corresponding perceptions that

changes in administrator training were necessary. Since various reports critical of

administrator training and the Danforth initiative to improve administrator training, cohort

structured programs have, to varying degrees, increasingly been incorporated into

administrator training programs. While some effort has been made to track movement of

cohort members into administrative positions, relatively little research has been done on the

impact of the cohort experience on students. The purpose of this study was to explore the

perceptions of doctoral students at Arkansas State University who were involved in a

cohort based program. The doctoral program was initiated in 1992 with 10 to 15 doctoral

students in each fall cohort. The cohort groups were structured to move through the

coursework as a cohesive group. The study included data from four cohorts; two cohorts

had completed their coursework, one cohort was in the middle of the course work, and one

cohort was just beginning its program of study.
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Cohesion or Collusion: Impact of a Cohort Structure

On Educational Leadership Doctoral Students

The doctoral program in educational leadership at Arkansas State University was

designed with the intention of graduating students who could act as change agents in

complex school environments that are resistant to change. Although much of the program

was atheoretical in its design, it is evident now that we are engaged in a four-year

evaluation of the program that the theoretical base of the program design comes from

cognitive learning theory, and in fact much of the program mirrors the literature that calls

for the application of cognitive frameworks to school leadership and its development. For

example, an assumption that guided program development was that since learning advances

through collaborative social interaction and social construction of knowledge (Brown,

Collins, & Druid, 1989a; Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989b; Brown & Druid, 1993; Brown

& Druid, 1994), students would remain in a cohort group throughout the 33 semester hours

of their professional sequence of courses and emphasis would be placed on pedagogy that

encourages reflection on one's own and the group's problem-solving. To further facilitate

this at the programmatic level, we included integrative seminars whose content is problem-

based, flexible time schedules, differentiation in residency, and coherence of progress in the

sequence and content of coursework.

This program design is congruent with the assumptions put forward by a number of

researchers who have shifted their attention to theories of human cognition as a better way
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of explaining the nature of expert leadership (e.g., Leithwood, Begley, & Cousins, 1992;

Leithwood & Hallinger, 1993; Prestine & LeGrand, 1991). This cognitive perspective can

be traced back to Soviet theorists like Vygotsky (1978, 1988) and Leontiev and later

explored by cognitive anthropologists (Holland & Quinn, 1987; Lave, 1988, 1991) and

psychologists (Resnick, 1987; Sternberg, 1986).

From this perspective, an important feature of the program design is the cohort

structure. In this context, the rationale for using the cohort structure is based on

Vygotsky's assumption that learning is a profoundly social process that depends on

dialogue and language (1978). Since Vygotsky sees learning as a transformation of an

interpersonal (social) process to an intrapersonal process which takes place in stages of

internalization, group processing becomes an important feature of program design. And the

cohort structure is a vehicle for both formal and informal social processing, processing that,

according to Vygotsky (Wertsch, 1985), can facilitate the development of higher

psychological functioning. As Vygotsky stated: "We propose that an essential feature of

learning is that it creates the zone of proximal development; that is, learning awakens a

variety of internal developmental processes that are able to operate only when the child is

interacting with people in his environment and in cooperation with his peers. . . .The

essential feature of this hypothesis is the notion that developmental processes do not

coincide with learning processes, rather the developmental process lags behind the learning
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process; this sequence then results in zones of proximal development" (Vygotsky, 1978, p.

90).

To understand the degree to which the cohort structure was a successful vehicle for

this kind of group processing, it is necessary to understand students' perceptions of the

impact of the cohort structure on student learning. The hypothesis is that as students

develop expertise as problem-finders and problem-solvers by learning how to

decontextualize information and frame questions about problems that are a part of the

sociocultural settings, they are also developing higher levels of mental functioning. This

study was conducted to see if the cohort structure in this doctoral program was indeed

facilitating this process.

Method

In the spring of each year, members of each cohort were given an evaluation in

which they assessed the quality of the doctoral program and the cohort experience. In the

spring of 1996, as part of a four-year evaluation of the program, each doctoral student was

interviewed to gather opinions and free associations not likely to be reflected in a

structured, paper-and-pencil assessment. Graduate students were trained in the interview

process and conducted the interviews. This was done to prevent obvious contamination

likely if faculty were interviewing their students, most of whom still had to finish their
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dissertations. Interviews were recorded and transcribed. Transcriptions were disarticulated

into meaningful phrases with phrases grouped into recurring ideas and themes.
fr

Data Sources: The data come from two sources: Interviews with the 42 students

matriculated in all four of the cohort groups and paper-and-pencil evaluations of the

doctoral program by each cohort group.

Results

The results reported in this study concern the perceptions of the students about the

contribution of the cohort structure to student learning by focusing on the students'

perceptions of their cohort group as a vehicle for collusion or cohesion during their

doctoral program. These results can be summarized as follows:

Evidence of Collusion

The program design includes three, one-hour, integrative seminars which are

coupled with two three-hour courses (see Appendix for program design). These integrative

seminars are self-directed, and the content is problem-based so that students have

opportunities for social interaction and performance feedback on their attempts to translate

the theory of the class to the practice of the field. During these integrative seminars, there

is, by design, a high level of ambiguity and autonomy, and students are forced to self-

organize and create order in the form of a group project. According to the students'
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perceptions, this was the time when collusion was most evident, and this collusion took

both active and passive forms.

"We. ate. ciCruiter- together once. a/ week. between/ &Lasses/. rhe.se.

tim,teik o-fte/n/becamle. se/m(1,014,k anth support session's- for cohort

members: We/ recceptiaed. that we' were. cab i,n/thik eigper

together so-there' wak not the competition 4 there' was- no-

competitCory not /ace/the. ma.ste,rk or specizaZst programm: Sa-,

would/ GU/sot/we-the. work' loath, whether or not we'hew?. ft.vti/shexl. the'

cosiepted/ reacti, advwl. oftetv te,a4e. those who- co to cuarv't

Weitallce,c1. about our writ-us/tem comps- ant& other

ci.S-St4tUneVttS, ainci.ha.d. a lot ofpersonal/ chit-chat We. cLani't

beco-m.e, a. real/ work/ gym(/' tknta. we' wentthro-ug-h, they ff/rst

iintegratiNe. semi/n.ar. By the rum& we' got Arti.sheel. with/ the,

semana/rk anci. IA/Ito-the comps', we' had' worked. throueh, a. lot of

stuff. We.hetd.ha4nrne,red. out sewer-al/ cliffe/cence.s/ of op i4giort we'

mg-re-eel/to- GU/sag-re& aincl/ friends curt& respect one' cow t h

and/ we' vvt oved. from/ tryiNted-to-plea4e.the. profe4sork to- really
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deaLiAitg, with/ what we. We were /e46- apt to- l'Aitoiude, Cclea4-

that we did -nit agree. wilt We. got nxxi,led. goad. a. couple. of antes-

far not iinclud,Cnor cv corta,t,n/profe4s.or-' s- pet the orie4- (A/t/ our

p reisentattons-. So- we. spentrone. argGutteAttk am,d.

juistificarLorw for imciludi or not (4,1duzlzytg, Cdead, that we. were.

sure' differentprofe4sors- wo-u2d. be. lookihtg, for. If we. couldtVt

ju4tify not fAitoladfing, sovnethi,nm we. wout& ofteAVEkst throi,v the.

to. so- we would*Ct have to-e4q31-a4m. why they were out."

As the students became a work group, it became apparent that they didn't know

how to handle conflict. Some students colluded by not participating in the group project and

others colluded by not holding those accountable who were not doing their "fair share."

`C3y the. ame. we started. 1/AZ0-the.second a/rui. ezpeaaily the.

i,ntegraruve. sennim.ar, we were so- close. that we. juot covadirv't

d,e42,l w%th. one 1,n,d,v Cauca/ who- show up for our rneerungi-

ov- do- the. work/. Anyway, that p e,rso-vv's- w KtL*1T was, so-bad. -that it

was- ea4t er tolust more. work.than. wait aro-cutd. far himv try-get

Inoy ain.d. help. "
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This inappropriate closure to the dissonance created by the integrative seminar

experience seems to have gender characteristics; female students seemed to be more passive

in their collusion and males tended to be more active (i.e., female students tended to blame

themselves and "clam up" when there was a lot of ambiguity and autonomy while male

students tended to target or blame others while not taking responsibility for the learning).

Passive Collusion: (Female Response)

"For a/to-my-rum& I thought Lt was- ju4t nte, who- wa4, bothered/

by the/ fact that some/ of theJ cohort cl,i,d44:t ciAv ays- do- cx.4- much,

work.. Mere. seemed/ tct- be. cv feeliAitg, that those/ of u' who-ha i.

takx.rvam.e. off to- complete/ thi,s, degree. or those. of ws- who-LiNed. &IA/

jone4bo-ro- c,o141.41, do- most of thei work.. Th ma 'P. ore. angry after

the ff,rst i,Atecd,rative. s-emiam.ar. in/stead. of say i*tcd- anythimq-, I j wse

work' artdi offerecbto-type. lei I learned/ cv lot franv-th14-

b-ecawse. the. rest of the, cohort c1,141.. more. work., and. I heard/ more/

of their Ccleak avulithZniang: "

Active Collusion: (Male Response)

10
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"I wow reCtZly artery that the acl*nzniztrators- IA4. our group

forced. u/kto-beipalitizaily correct If I were. warkiing, arvth14-

cone', I would/have. clo-n& mach/ ctifferentiy, better and. fa4ter,

but w&ha,cl/to- theipq.ce. of the. group. I don't- really trust

th&s&peopleito- get- the. work. done that we/ should/lye clointw."

When students were involved in the thirty hours of course work, the collusion took

more subtle forms such as not reading the assigned material; just reading the material but

not actively constructing new meaning and understanding during the group interactions; and

not committing time to the work of learning .

"I was- warlci,nw fa/lame. The. reacUrtg-lo-rxcl. waleju4t too-

l's/Lack I cotklavijt keep up. I wt,s11, now I hztd, put more/ tim/te

the ina,terizaz really cha,rujecl.becawse. of the. whole.

experience: I daHtly more/ from, L'Aterazang,w ith, the. cohortrather

thary so- yrutc,h, tnte,rac,ting, wahith& ittaterCal.. -Mars- why I

can, go-back. and- see where. yvvy wa,s, arts. the'

thin es- I wad- cxympleami4v- alyout that seenv sal)/ now. I haNe. a.

better ckywierstounclZng, of the. whole. process- now .24/141. wiisk I would'
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have. covttraruted. more.. '8 wt I gue.s-s you, et out of Ct what yaw

put f,nta-

Evidence of Cohesion

Cohesion was again most evident in the integrative seminars and was very much

facilitated by the social interactions that were a part of the program design. Students had

back-to-back courses during four semesters, and dinner between these classesprovided a

time for social interaction.

"rhe, cohort e4cporCence. way the best pact af the. pro-grarn4

Over tim4..e. we.lyecaime. very dose.. I thi.vik/ ryt.a44,y of the.se people. wCIL

1Yeylife.-lo-ncj,frCertcts: W e call. each. other, and./ aiwaykknow -that-

Cf I ha,ve. a4,v cuiniiiru.strati,ve. pro-Rem/4 -there. 14- someone to- call/-

either- ct, cohort rne,m2ye,r ar crn.e. of the faculty. We.beca4ne. very

Glos.& to -the' facAxity. They were so -help ft/a4 suppart&ve. art& Li4teirted.

to- Go- even, whery we were. jwstcarnplairtintcy to- lye. co-rnplai. I

have never had/ sixth a/ good. lect4/14.6n.cy
71

The cohesion was developmental and built on trust that was not easily gained, but

the group projects during the integrative seminars provided a vehicle for this development.
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"It to-oly a/ Lot of t-fAine.ta- reams?' get to-1c vlow eadv other. We

had, cli,vvite,r together between/ the/ doctoral/black/ clasiok ate/

talked/ a, lot ab-auct our fcmnilikik, jolnr, and/ life/ &v-t, general/. We

b-e,carne Lac& a, family. Whefl, we' were/ warlang, an/ c,o-rnpk, I

real4edi w acid& really ini.ses, seeiKtf,the.seipe,ople, once week/. I

stab vni4s-therru About the' second/ or thied. i/Atelt-atiAle. seiniinar we

got- ta- the. poi,ya- that we. really tru,sted/ each, other e.no-tkcj-}v to- get

the wark, done/. The/ sernZna-rs, were. really hcve-c1/. Not o-rtly

haNeito- apply the materia2/ we.had lyeeyv cover-CA/tom but we, had/ to-

be. able/ raj-visa& awe- thi,vilciinci, when/ we' had, o-fAr preisentati,ovv to-

the' faotkity 'B y the' pt to-the/ co-mps- we/ re,ally felt cv sevtiseJ

of wyteleirstartaihuy of each, other civet& each, other's' ,strengthik wer

knew w e. had/ gai'ned' a/ lot. The prod m.ct that we. ca;itie7E,q) w

was, mare/than/what we c,ouahave, dart& ixtzlePe/AclentlY. It was-

also- good/to-hear how other people/ viRAvecl. different Wilkes: I

mach, lyecawse. other people/ saw thi,n6j-le s,way that ILeaened. so-

never wo-tAlcD have-that/4qt up. U4tmihAkj-to- so- wta4rvy izlecoe really
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cha4vecl. a/ Lot of my thiinkinto, and. p maize/ l'irviectkiarshi,p. I

thznk ?iv w ntu.c11/ better leader now beca uise. of thi4e e.xperience,."

Students noticed and expressed a surprising "difference" in the program; many felt

almost immediately that there were expectations for them to work as a group and interact

more freely with the instructors and other class members although there were not a lot of

instructions about this. For many these expectations helped break down the individual

competitiveness experienced in other programs in the same department; i.e., the masters and

specialist program.

"1114-4- w as, the. be ist progra rn I have/ ever bee,yv &n.. I feel/ Ulce, I

wcoted. my timse, cn, the, nuoter,s, anth.speacatist programs, beca,u4e.

they were. pretty pm/Loh/the/ samle. stuf f. But tliA.kprogranly was,

different It was- cutting, edge.. I really beliewe. rna&tage,vnent. (4-

got-min-try be/ g.oincy more, and. more. to- tect4tv ynakznArg,

models: Moony ofmy frf.eols- who- arei 1,m/olive& %n. other proci4-a4m-

hcwort:t heard. of Blook6 Sengei, Dola,n& or Cla4,re/ rave's: They are

really inira-sLncy out We were war-la's/LT as- a team, beccu,i4e. ofthe

cohort ct,nd. iwttegrctruve, savni,nct,o- so- wei notonly read. about

facilitaruncy g-ro-up p race's's- models-, we/ e4cpe,rCenced, Ct.

14
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Some expressed the feeling of a family atmosphere; others stated they felt like they

were all in it together on equal footing and that leaders evolved as the need for leadership

developed. There was a sense of an open society where people are committed to listening

to each other in order to discover shared truths.

``Whew we workiAlcd, an/ the / third/ (41tegrarovei serrantair,

Leadership dRA/elope& out of the need/ to- eixpre/s4, (-de-Am: Every

vyte,m1yer of the cohort le& part of the dZsctosi:an. at- oneiti,mR. or

awtothe,r. One. meAinbe,r of the cohort co-rnoteAqteci. that it wa* Like.

everyone. had/ their turnv at the' boar& writ&ruy down, our icleco-,

p ikshcncd, -thLytki,ncy to- deeper Levas-, art& e.x.pres,fri,vto, our

thi,rticZytcy more, subsequently a/ group a4/t.d, co, criziiivi.dua24-. It

wow lake. T ha,rtk fro wi vt yV (Huger-. We/ were -the. fam/Lay (knit-ed. for a

feast: The, ma my C e s, about leaders h p, s:,hoots, learytintLy, a4,1(21.

faollitarunTprog-res,s- was- the/ fea,stthat w carvi't 'iytto. We

realty learned, a lot from/ li/stantmg-to- eadv other."

Also students reported times when synergy was evident. This took place during

group activities or group processing that were part of class work and also during the

integrative seminars.

15
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"One. of the. thiwug,s, that stow/141,k out to- vyte. 14-the. soaal.

intteracti.ovu Duriing- cicuss- we. were. giNe n. ante to- work, iirt, g4-614ps,

to- co-me, up wah, some, cdea,k about varcows- thi,vtg-s, avid. then, come'

back/to- pre/sentthese. uleas, to- the/ ciass-. Smaller vn are.

cleseg4,e/gate. groups-like/that cc vv work, 0-n/ a. project, avid. thew co(

they present- It, I thin that provizie4- more/ lyecau4e .

. of the re2arLan4hcp cleve,lopec/ the. cohort work4,ftg-together

clurCnwthe/ integr-aave, seminuu-s:

It is interesting to note how the cohort structure facilitated the dissertation process.

Although few students who are ABD felt that the cohort structure was helping them

complete their dissertation, many students who are still involved in the coursework felt that

the cohort group will have a significant effect on their completion of their dissertation.

"The/ Cohort e/xperCence/ was- very good/ for me/. I had/ always-

been. c loner. I worked' aiorte4 I stuzi, alone; I thotjht done.; I

read/ alone/. Wheyyt got to-the. clzfrsertati,o-vvproces-s-, I woo- V10-

longer with/the/ cohort, but my commatee/b-eca me. my cohort 1

felt I c,ouid/ ca.ZL curvy meAtayer and. get the. help I needed/. I w that

16
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way, the. cohort e4(..porie,nce/ re;a1.2y prepared. rne/ for the/

Cli4Sertarl,0-YV pracesle."

Conclusions

Students reported a difference in the group dynamics over time, but each cohort

developed its own personality. When a cohort group chose to collude, it appears they were

choosing an inappropriate way to get closure to the dissonance they felt either during class

activities or during their group work; the collusion shut down learning whereas cohesion

was a more appropriate and productive form of closure to this dissonance. In fact, the

cohesion did seem to facilitate higher levels of mental processing and open up new ways of

constructing knowledge.

The findings validate the positive benefits of the cohort structure and go beyond

planned benefits that were perceived when the program was set in place. The findings

clearly point to the need to place more emphasis on cohort activities that enhance the group

processing and reflection by the cohort members. It seems that indeed it might be useful to

have program markers in place at intervals in the program to measure the degree of self-

organizing that is taking plaCe and the honesty with which the members of the cohort group

are interacting. These program markers would be helpful to faculty and students to the

degree that they disrupt the learning and elicit honest discourse about "what is going on."

The findings also validate the application of principles of cognitive learning theory to

17
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program development in educational administration. Since we know that educational

administrators need to be critical thinkers engaged in active, reflective information

processing, the more we can provide opportunities for this development in formal

preparation programs, the better educational leaders will be prepared to facilitate this kind

of transformation of all kinds of work groups.

18
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